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and
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Promotes and encourages professional and amateur string
and orchestra study and performance.
The American String Teochers Association has a develop
ment and progressive program which includes:
1.

Summer Workshops

for string

chamber music players.

teachers and

amateur

1960 conferences were held at

Colorado Springs, Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, Put-In-Bay,
Ohio and Interlochen Michigan.

2.

Publications.
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The Official Journal, AMERICAN

STRING TEACHER is now published four times each
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ASTA has many other valuable publications available.

The AMERICAN STRING TEACHERS ASSOCIATION is only

$5.00 per year.

If you are intere··ted in supporting the art

of string playing ASTA is your organization.
Your ASTA contact is:
Robert H. Klotman, 70 N. Broadway, Akron, Ohio, U.S.A.
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GUEST EDITORIAL
WHY NOT USE TIlE SCIENTIFIC
APPROACH
by Joseph Reid
The study of science is a method of acquiring knowledge.
The problem we are confronted with in violin making is how to produce better violins - better toned violins.
We must, and already are using the scientific method of attaining this goal, so that eventually we will be able
to predict in advance the performance of any string instrument.

This is extremely well known and has been employed by

the world's greatest minds to solve the most difficult problems.
This process of intelligible deduction broadly consists in pursuing the following:
1. Collecting and recording of observed facts. (things we know to be true and whose existence are self-evident).
2. Classification of above facts into consistent series.

3. Det ermination of a formula which will enable the above facts to be satisfactorily and accurately explained.
This method was used to develop the Atomic theory which in turn became the starting point and foundation of
the nuclear science of today.
It was used to explain the movements of stars and planets and to predict far in advance. their subsequent positions
and movements.

It enabled science to predict ahead of t ime the properties of undiscovered elements.

The writer feels that this is the only method which will prove ultimately successful in solving our dilemma and
believe that it should be stated in the following form for our own particular use.
1. Collection of all observable knowledge which members possess--regardless of how unlikely it may sound and
sorting out of same into facts which are unchallengeable. This requires time and study.
2. The intelligent classification of th e above facts into a series which displays a consistentcy and wh ich represents
the majority of opinions.
3. D evelopment of theories to explain the facts of number 1 as spotlighted and i lluminated by item 2.
A theory may be assumed to be true until proven otherwise.
This method is already being utilized by members but is not employed sufficiently.
Let me provide some food for thought.
It has been stated that the ribs of a violin must be lmm thick in order to get good tone. In this case we should
work backwards by first assuming this concept to be true.
The next logical question to ask is - why are thin sides required? and how does this affect tone producti on? No
one has answered this question.
Can we not use very thick sides and then thin sides and compare the results for tone?
Do not hesitate to work backwards by first assuming certain theori es to be true.
The more and longer we apply the simple method of science to our problem the sooner we will be producing better
toned instruments.
What I recommend for members to do is to read over all the back numbers of Violin Makers Journal and make notes
while doing so. Facts which are not true should be discarded. Patterns of recurring similar bel.iefs should be recorded.
This will result in some overall general fundamentals of improved violin making.
use of these truths will enable us to proceed still further along the road towards our goal.
2

The results obtained by the

Being in a more advantageous position than the old masters (having better and more varied materials) we should
be thinking in terms of surpassing not equalling them.
I well realize the difficulties of our particular problems. The governing factors being myriad in number. But
does not this make it the more interesting and the greatest hobby in the world. If we solved our problem we would
have no incentive to continue and would branch off into some other line. The challenge makes us strive on.
I feel that great things will be accomplished by members of our association within the next twenty-five years-
new advances will steadily be made; problems will steadily be solved and there will be a steady improvement in violin
making. But I do not anticipate our coming to the end of our search. The problem of perfect tone will still be just
over the horizon!

CONTROL OF TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY VITAL
IN VIOLIN MAKING
by Herman J. S ammer
Appleton,

Wisconsin

In the making of a violin, if it be" completed in

ALONE.

the environments of controlled temperature and humidity
at

D on 't waste your efforts on anything that can

result in failure.

68-72 degrees F. 50'10 humidity, then the finished product

is far more satisfactory. All musical instruments are at

Good tone depends upon the quality and density

their best within the range of above mentioned degrees and

of wood and how it is worked.

%.

judgemeIit and experience, and not by specific mathe

In this day and age we have the control of both temper

ature and humidity.

This is attained by good

metrical measurements in the graduations.

Well seasoned wood of fine tonal quality is essen
tial. Wood must be air dried and by no other means.

The gradua

tions I gave you I find best as a guide for good tonal
results. Regardless the final judgement rests with you,

To

i.u distributing the tonal balance throughout the plates.

make a violin, cello, etc., subjected to the ever changing

The plates need not be glued, use clamps, string up and

atmospheric conditions usually ends up a failure, plus the

play the instrument note for note as for its beauty,

many hours of diligent craftmanship applied.

evenness and carrying power. Pay particular attention

I am of the opinion that the old masters faced the

to the bass bar and its position, if that part of the fiddle

same problem. How come that some of their finest are so

overbalances the other side, trim down the bass bar grad

good leaving nothing to be desired, when others made by

ually by repeated tP.sting. Look out for " wolf tones" in

the same man or men are, roughly speaking, lousy?

positions where usually found. Often a slight change of
position of the sound post will correct the trouble.

If you make a violin under constant temperature
and humidity control, and the tone is good, LEAVE IT

neck, pegs could be the offender, or it may be necessary
to regraduate in the area where the trouble lies?

FOR SALE
"Justin Gilbert violin, Strad. model. Signed picture label,

191 1.

If not

then some other part of the instrument is at fault. The

Offers invited. Write to C. Cooper,

Victoria, B. C., Canada."
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1 76 1 Pembroke St.,

LOCAL

NEWS
contribu.ted by "I. B. "

News has reached lL� that Mr. Arthur Polson, out

The May meeting of the Violin Makers· Association

standing Vancouver violinist, has been chosen to take part

was unusually interesting. Instead of the usual discussions on
various phases of violin-making, the members had the

the coming jeunesse Musical of Canada. This important

m

compet.it.ion is

the

Canadian branch of the world-wide

pleasure of hearing the instruments of their own makinp,

Only five players take part in the com

played by a professional violin isto Mr. Arthur Polson, who

J eune�"e Musicalo

petition, these players being chosen by a special commit

has already been introduced to the readers, was guest

To qualify for entry, players must be Canadian-born,

tee.

player and critic for the evening.

under thirty years of age, and must have had considerable

There was a full turn-out of the members at the

experience as members of orchestras and string ensembles

meeting, and many visitors, all in aU, over a hundred

besides having given a number of successful violin recitals.

present to enjoy the evening.

Those of
as

a

us

who have followed Mr. Polson·s career

Mr. Polson entertained them with violin selections

vjolinist and have heard him play arp. very pleased

of different kinds, some played on the Amati and some on
the violins made. by the members.

though not at all surprised that he is one of the £lve who
\\

ill have the honor of taking part in the J eunesse Musical.

A Iso remembering all his successes in the

B. C.

MlL�ical

on them he commented on quite a number saying they

Festivals where he has won all the major trophi.es, and his

were excellent.
It was an inspiring mcet.ing for the makers of vio

splendid record as a concert perform er and as a member of
Vancouver Symphony Orche stra, we know he has every
chat

,'C'

About twenty-five

violins had been brought for him to test, and after playing

lins. It must have given them a very good idea of the qual

of proving the winner among the chosen [lve.

ities of their own instruments, good and not so good, and

The Jeunesse Musical of <:;:anada will be held at

helped point out to them \\l1at their violins needed to im

Magon, Quebec, from June 2 S till July 8.

prove them.

During these

two weeks the competitors will be given tests of many

Perhaps Mr. Polson will be kind enough to visit out

kinds and the player who finally emerges as wi.nner will

Association again, and pl ay fo r us, and make a few more

undoubtedly be the most gjfted player and best musician

friendly suggestions as to how our members can improve

in the group.

their instruments to gP.t a little closer to making the perfect

The prizes for the winner will include a

violin.

One Thousand Dollar cash award, radi.o and television con
tracts for several thousand dollars, and a debut in New

In a phone conversation your Editor had with Mr.

York or Paris; all of ,,11ich will be of the greatest possible

help to an artist trying to build a fine ca.reer as a violinist.

Polson after the meeting, they disclL�sed again the violins

We since.rely hope that Mr. Polson will be the one

he had tried at the meeting.

to rece ive these a wards, to help him in the career he has

Asked if our violins were approaching concert per

so brilliantly started in Vancouver.

formance quality, Mr. Polson said, "Definitely yes!! " He

Mr. Kolbinson of Kinder
. sly,
expressed

form.

added that many instrtL"TIents showed quality but were so

his good wishes for Arthur Polson in a tangible

poorly adjusted that it was impossible to g.ive them a fair

He is a collector of Old Masters, and hearing that

test.

To be able to play a Concerto or other concert piece,

Mr. Polson was on the look-out for a violin, he sent him a

one must have a violin whose bridge

fine Amati from his collection.

heighth and curve, and whose strings were of the right

A truly generous loan

\�"dS

of the correct

from a collector to a violinist, and a most sporting gesture,

length. Failure to make these and other adjustmenls exactly

becau�e Mr. Kolbinson·s own nephew is taking part in the

could ruin the finest instrument!

Jeunesse Musical.

Readers wishing help with this phase of violin mak
ing should carefully study, "The adjusting of String Instru
ments,1I by Henry Littleboy, a new column which is jUl>1:
starting in this issue,

4
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OBSERVATIONS ON VARNISH
by Leo Larsson
I v'rill offer these observation and opinions for what
In the early 1920's there were reports

they are worth.

It is almost impossible to evaluate the old varnishes
in every way at this date as very few of them are as they

published that formulas of the Strad varnishes were dis

left the maker's hands,

covered and were held by the Bisiach family of Italian

rubbed down, layers upon layers of protective clears have

violin makers.

been put on and replaced so we are looking at an entirely

There was apparently some sub�tance to

Over the years they have been

these claims as the Italian government became interested

different surface.

and started law suits to gain possession of the material.

qualified observers of the last century such as Hart,

The outcome of this matter I have never heard but the

Fleming, Howies and a few more, there is reference to

fact is recognized that the instrwnents of the Bisiach

some of the Cremona instruments having this cracking

family are covered with a very fine varnish.

condition in the varnishes.

I have

owned several Bisiach instrLlIllents and have seen others,
in fact still own one.

I am no varnish expert but after trying Michael

I will make some remarks on my

mans varnishes, then adding them as coloring agents to

experience with the varnish of these violins. This

other varnishes the feeling is he probably has cracked the

violin I now have I obtained from the maker- Carlo
Bisiach in 1939 and at one period I put in long hours play
ing on this violin.

However if we go into the writings of

The varnish developed tiny cracking

secret as to coloring but used as a straight varnish it is my
opinion the body of the varnish is not there.

around the sotUld holes and one side of the lower part of

It should be added that when the varnish given by

Also the upper part of the ribs v...here the hand

Mr. Sangster is applied heavy to get a very deep red color

touches when playing in the upper positions the varnish

it also develops the cracking noted in the Bisiach varnish.

the top,

wore down to the wood and the edge of this wear was

It is interesting to note that Fry worked on the

black from the moisture from the hand.
After the war, in about 1947 Bisiach was contacted
about these conditions with the idea of having the varnish
retouched.

use

of rosin in varnish as has Michelman and of course
Sangster.

The question is whether B.islach 8.1so has incor

porated some of this in his varnish.

He explained that the cracking on the top was

caused by the breath and suggested the retouching be done

� * * * * * * *

here as it would be impossible to match the varnish.

�

MY VARNISH RECIPE
by Earle Sangster
I want to thank Mr. Jack C. Williamson for coming

together stirring all the time with a metal stir stick. When.

to my rescue on this question of varnish, however I cannot

the ingredients get hot and show the first sign of smoking,

understand why he should want to cook the ingredients

time them and cook 15 minutes stirring all the time. Now

so long. Boiling the Venetian turpentine and rosin for 20

turn flame down about half and add one full tablespoon of

minutes then mixing it in the linseed oil and cookinE 20

pure raw linseed oil, Artist grade, and let cook one min

minutes,

It is so much more simple than that.

ute more. Turn � the flame and let varnish cool ten

Once

more I will give my method for making varnish and will
go into more detail so that there will not be any misunder

minutes and dilute with pure rectified spirits of turpentine
warmed. If done correctly you will have a varnish of beau
tlful orange red color but this will not dry without the strong

standing,

rays of the sun.

First get a small stainless steel pan 5 inches across

1 dilute varnish enough so that I get the

desired color with four or five coats and this is the way I do

the bottom with sides 3 inches high. (I first used a small
cast iron frying pan but the sides were so low the varnish

it. I do not try to varnish until the first of May and 1 choose

caught fire with the intense heat which was a nuisance.)

a clear sunny day. I warm the varnish in the sun for a short
while and sitting in the shade I give violin a coat. The

In my garage I have a small well regulated two
burner gas stove.

minute I am through I take varnished violin out in the hot

Now into your stainless steel pan put

sunlight and keep turning it over and over for two or three

1 1/2 ozs. by weight of pure raw linseed011 Artist grade,
30zs. of Weber's pure imported Venetian turpentine and

minutes. The sun shines through the varni.sh and heats the

3/4 oz. of pine resin. With your ingredients in the pan
put it on the gas stove with a good strong heat and melt

wood which makes the varnish flow on nicely, Now! I
have a white top porcelain table and I lay the violin on
5

table top, up on two pieces of wood.
to see the top and the right hand ribs.
minutes I turn it over back up.

This allows the S1.U1

now ready for the second coat.

After five or ten

Yours sinc erely,

I do this for several hours

and by that time the violin is surface dry.

E. H. Sangster

I then hang it on

clothes line every sunny day for at least four days.

It is

P.S. Later I will write you an article on the simplicity
of making a violin equal to the old Italians.

E. H. S.

FORM FOR ARCHING PLATES AND OTHER
INFORMATION
by Edward Stuekerjuergen

In my line of work it has always been my idea to

a little heavier thickness.

save as much time and hard work as possible.

expected to get. Just

Since I h ave been in the cabinet business and

center

The

7-1/2 / 64 in the

8-1/2 / 64 in the upper and lower flanks a nd 7/64

at upper and lower edges after first stringing it up, I did

sketches shown here should explain better than words

net like the tone then I noticed the sound po�1: was out,

I cannot give many measurements because

a little too far, so I changed it and now it is about the

saw tahles vary in size and kind, so I will describe some
of the main points 3.S near as I can.

few more words, among some of

the usual thickness but the top is about

easy way, so after many ye::trs of chisling the long arch

how it works.

a

the later violins, just for an experiment I made the back

violin making as a hobby I always try to figure out the
by h and, I thought of a way to do it with the saw.

Am well pleased with some

of the later violins,they have a better tone than I ever

best toned fiddle I have.

In setting up the

guide blocks which should have the same radius as the

I notice that quite a number of makers balance

saw and they should project above the saw table the

their plates at the bridge line.

same height as the saw, also be in line with saw front

any one's method but I could never understand how they

to back as shown in sketch.

For the form A for holding

the violin plate select a nice piece of flat

I don't want to criticise

could balance at the bridge line when they are made

3/4" plywood,

according to the Strad,Guarnerius, Amah or any &'tanuard
model since their plates were much the same thickness

the arching templates should be fastened to form with
screws so they can be removed in case you want to re

at both ends, I just happened to think the other day,

place them for different arching, the clips for holding

now when the old makers planned their violins they pro

the violin plate should be far enough from center so as

bably thought that the wood glued to the ribs and blocks

not to interfere with the cut, because by shifting the

does not produce tone, so why balance the whole plate?

fence sideways a little either way, several cuts may be

It would be more sensible to balance the part that's

taken removing as much wood as possible, saving that

inside of the fiddle. Now supposing we take a piece of

much chisling. I would recommend making the arching

cardboard, cut it to a Strad or Guarner:ius pattern,

templates as long as the form so they will start and end

mark the bridge line say about

the cut without any sudden bump.

plate, now balance it, you will find that it balances

Before �haping any

3/8"

7-5/8"

from top edge of

plates it would be a good idea to clamp a piece of scrap

about

wood and make the cut to see if everything is OK.

pattern and cut off everything that is aro1.U1d the outside

ahead of the bridge, now take this same

that comes over the ribs and blocks, now balance again
Balance of Plates and Bass Bar

you will find that it balances very near the bridge line.
Try it and see.

I do not thin the bass-bar too suddenly from the
center, except towards the ends. As to the placement

* * * * * * * * *

of the bar I am still 1.U1decided if center of weight should
be ahead of bridge or 1.U1der it.

I have tried both and

He also gives us Propolis!

cannot see much difference although the violins where. I

The bee is su.ch a busy sou.l

placed the bar center of weight ahead of the bridge have

It has no time for birth control,

a better tone especially on the D and G but this could

And that is why in times like these

be also on account of leaving more wood in the tops

There are so many sons of bees.

than formerly. Sometimes it seems to me that makers

Anon.

thin their plates too much but of course this is their

* * * * * * * * *

business, but as for me I am glad that I changed over to
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SOME THOUGHTS ON BUILDING MY FIRST VIOLlN
by David D. Kilpatrick
Arlington, Virginia
response over the range of the instrmnent."

I have yet to finish my nmnber one violin, but
interest I want to record

a

few thoughts. After I finish

of electronic amplifier systems. He did not speak of stiff
ness or damping, however, as I wish he had. The third

my nmnber one I will still be a novice surely but no

element of the vibration equation, weight, he develops

longer a beginner since I will have begun.

very specifically.

There are probably as many reasons for one to
become a violin maker as there are amateur makers, plus

relationship is indeed between weight and stiffness. Jack
Batts article "The Arching of Plates" appears to bear this

I have one of those "glorified packing boxes" which Jack

out, and I would like specifically to encourage him further

Batts cites as one of the principal reasons that violinists
I gave up once, about

since he says "I may write something on this subject later

25 years ago, due to dis

if I survive the results of this article."

couragement and lack of progress. But I never lost my

In fact all professional makers should come to feel

desire, so I bought another violin a couple of years ago.

that writing and repartee is essential to development of

It is an elderly German instrmnent which I now love but

violin making, if it is to be regarded as a science.

it still hn't right even after three trips to various repair
men, at least one of whom is a top notch

p rofessional.

even if scientific concepts are drawn upon to the maximmn.
And besides it is likely that those inclined to excessive

occurred to me, but I am educated to be a curious type

science will never achieve the highest degree of craftsman

and began to want to know "what was the difficulty?"

ship, but both can give the other type great aid in leaving
a heritage of fine violins and elimination of the "glorified

My first difficulty came with the realization that

packing boxes."

there are no modern, scientific texts on the theory and
The U. S. Library

of Congress has an immense card file on viol;ps,

It is

not really in great danger of becoming overly scientific,

Up to that time the thought of making a violin had never

construction techniques of violins.

I think it will tum out that damping is

very nearly a constant for all violins and that the critical

a few more for professionals. My particular reason is that

gi.ve up.

This is most

reasonable to me and is consistent with practise in design

since the comments of a true beginner may be of some

Other thoughts:

1. In the "living maker" series it would be nice if we could

'Jut

since the music section of the library is closed Saturdays,

see the makers standard " ticket", know how many violins

Sundays, and holidays it is difficult of access to a man

he has made, and does he have any particular idiosyn

who works for a living. Besides, it doesn't answer the

cracies.

problem of having a good book on hand for ready reference.

2. A membership resume would be interesting, say annually,

Making the round of used book stores proved to be futile,

telling how many makers and where. Further--how many

but not useless since I got a lead on Oscar Shapiro (a

are there who have made

Journal advertiser) from whom I got a copy of Ed. Heron

and Amateurs breakdown.

Allen and my introduction to the journal.

cal staff this may not be feasible yet.

The "in-print"

5, 50, 100, etc. Professionals
Recognizing your lack of cleri:

catalogs were interesting only in that they confirm the

3. I like the "add-a-sticker" approach to the membership

lack of modern literature--only reprints of Heron-Allen,

certificate.

and "You Can Build a Stradivarius."

of veneration rather than a collection of annuals like a

I have not looked at

the latter and it may be a respectable book for all

I

barbers licence.

know.

4. Think the contest idea is great, but concur it should be

and having assurance of quality at a fair price would have

done right. Believe this includes divisions for Beginners,

I'm in fair shape now, I think, but I

Journeymen, Masters (perhaps for professional and amateur,

Would

but that has a lot of ramifications as to quality of achieve

also be interested in comments on "Exacto knives" vs.

ment which is what we're aiming for) also for geographic

regular "violin knives."

I

division where there are large nmnbers of makers, and of
course a Best-vf-Show. It will be a natural consequence

got "on board" with the Journal only three

issues ago I missed the early part of Smiley's series.
evident that he has done much experimentation.

, and still am."

people want it.

basis of "buy it when you need it." Knowing what to get

Since

• • •

I know this is not new but it might be a new thought on why

this one is still with me since I am proceeding- on the

still need to expand my collection of rocker planes.

I want to show more than "1'm a member

novv", e. g. "l've been a member since,

My next problem came from a lack of tools, and

been a big help.

The real purpose here is to establish a device

that a caste of violin makers will result and the place in

It is

I believe

the caste will be determined by acceptance of an entry for
competition in the upper divisions of the contest, and that

that what he has said is, in a nutshell, "the various reson

an individual winning Best-of-Show with any consistency

ances should be distributed so as to give even, smooth
8

"Violin Clinic" might give considerable longevity and

will become known as "the best violin maker in the world."

5. Would an auction following the judging be in order?

stimulation.

Would it be optional with the makers or compulsory. This

thing like "I h ave a fiddle with a silent E string - requires

I 'm thinking about a problem-answer type

whole item is premature until such time as the contest

very bard bowing--what can I try to make it right?"

began to attract considerable attention in violinist circles.

That's a real life problem of mine w'nich I intend to solve

6. Am looking forward to Mr. Henry Littleboy's series.

by moving the sound post away from tile bridge - thereby

If

he runs short of ideas for such a column, converting it to a

reducing stiffness.

Side and Front Views of the Hardwick Violin
(see next page)
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A VIOLIN BY JOHN EDWARD HARDWICK
WOOD-CARVER EXTRAORDINARY
The photographer should have turned the peg for

Much has been written regarding tone being the

the A string in the side view, so that the throat of scroll

prime requisite for a violin and craftsmanship of second
ary cons.ideration.

would have been more visible in photo. The centre of

For this reason we are, at this time,

more than pleased to present to you a maker who not only

back I allowed just a trifle thicker to compensate for the

excels in building fine tone violins but whose craftsman

slight reduction on outside, caused by the shallow carving.

ship is " second to none" !

The inlay oval in back is a piece of local pear

We will let this maker tell his own story.

wood with a Spanish mahogany surround and black edging.

We pre

sent Mr. John Edward Hardwick of" Tudor Craft",

Some of the wood used is over 100 years old. I have named

9 Harriotts Lane, Ashtead, Surrey, England.

it "The Royal" .
Y ou may be interested to know that I have been a

Here are some photos of one of my latest carved

woodcarver and maker of period furniture all my working

violins, together with one of myself, at work in my work
shop, and around some of my violi.ns. The whole of the

years, but have retired from business about 15 years and

violin is my own work, including pegs, tail piece, bridge

have been busy for many years making violins, and always

and fingerboard. The chin rest is a bought one. The

experimenting with something or other.

measurements are as follows:

I have found violin making a most interesting and

Body length

14 1/1 6"

absorbing pastime and your journal has stimulated my

Bottom width

8 1/8"

efforts greatly. I eagerly look forward to each issue. They

Top

"

6 1/2

are real good.

Centre

"

4 5/8 full

In addition to carving, making furniture, etc., I

Golden Amber oil varnish.

have spent many happy hours painting pictures, in both oils

Tail piece and pegs are local grown Boxwood.

and water colours. Art has always intrigued me and would

Queen Victoria's portrait carved on tail piece. The like

have loved to have been an artist, but lacked the oppor

ness is perfect, even to the bead necklace, which is of

tunity when young; as I was compelled to work at a more

course very small.

remunerative employment; nevertheless I have found real

The pegs represent crowns. The pegs

happiness in creative ventures. I make my fiddles for the

were turned in a lathe I made from my oId bicycle and

love of it. Certainly not for the monetary award, as I put

afterwards carved.

too much work into them.

The lathe is made entirely from my oId bicycle on
a wooden frame.

Ever yours most sincerely,

Weight of violin in playing order is 1 6

ozs. minus chin rest. I t has been played b y a professional
violinist, who states the tone and workmanship is first class.
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John Edward Hardwick

Violin by Edward Hardwick

Not infrequently we find ourselves facing the job

reamer because this will also cut the smaller hole on the

of repairing a crack in the pegbox of a violin; usually

other side of the pegbox, and it does not necotiarily have

this same crack has been repaired at some earlier time by

to be a tapered hole, so a standard 3/8" reamer would

someone who was either in a hurry or didn't know any bet

be alright, or you can use the tip end of a 'cello peg hole

ter. Anyway it has to be fixed so we might j ust as well

reamer; the main thing is to open up the hole to about

make a permanent job of it.

1/8" oversize; this will give you a 1 / 16" bushing wall
thickness.

The crack as a rul e is at the 'A' peg, Figure 1,

Having the hole opened up you can now trim

the end of the boxwood stick to fit the hole; put a little

this being a weak spot and also, the 'A' gets a lot more

hot glue in the hole and on the end of the stick and push
in gently, leaving it overnight to set.
Cut off the proj ecting end of the stick leaving
about 1/ 32" or so for final trim which is best done with
a small gouge; there is less chance of damaging the sur
rounding surface with this shape cutter.
When vou drill the lead hole through th e boxwood
plug, put it just a little off center so that when the
hole is finally reamed to size for the peg, the wood of the
bushing will be a little heavier at the area where the
crack entered the hole (Figure 2); this being a little extra
insurance against it ever opening up again.

use than the others; regardless of which peg it might be,
the procedure will be the same; just putting glue in the
crack and expecting it to hold won 't do, because the pres
sure of the tapered peg in the hole will act like a wedge,
and open lt right up again, however if the peg hole is fitted
with a bushing, the pressure will be against the walls of the
bushing and the chances of the crack ever opening up again
will be almost zero.
Order from your dealer a couple of boxwood peg
bushing sticks, it's always good to have this material at
hand; boxwood being dense and almost grainless is ideal for
this purpose.

F.g.2

Clean up the work and run some hot glue

into the crack, clamp snugly and be sure to put some felt
packing between the work and the clamp jaws; try to
arrange the clamping so that the hole is accessible for
reaming while the clamp is in place and open up the
hole: You will not be able to use a violin size peg hole
12
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INTE NATIONAL

HEADQUARTERS FOR VIOLIN S UPPLIES
Violin Wood at

Big Savings.

Seasoned Spruce Tops-One and

Two Piece Quarter Sawed Maple for Backs.
Ebony Finger Boards, Pegs, etc.
is Complete.

Very Select Quality

Our Assortment of Violin Supplies

Savings are Tremendous.

Write for Price list

LUIGI N ICOSECO OIL VAR NISH - THE WORLDS FINEST
Enhances

value

the

Violin.

of any

incomparable

This

Oil

Varnish

Never Smears-never
the world for its Superior Excellence.
Distinctive Finish to your Violin.
Dries in one day.
NOTE THESE LOW PRICES FOR SUCH SUPERB

Neutral or Any Color Desired:

1 Doz. Assorted 2 Oz. Bottles

Per Pint

and

paying

exhorbitant

most

QUALITY

Makers Supply Price List

NEW "BOW-HAIR" SENSATION - Have you trouble
Hair

around
a

Prices F.O.B. Baltimore, Md.

Send for a Sample Order Today and ask for the Violin

Bow

renowned

$3.50, 2 Oz. Bottle - BOc

-

$8.00.

-

is

Checks-imparts

prices;>

If

so,

in getting good

try

our Chieftain

White Nylon Bow Hair - a 1960 revelation.
Our
old

"CHIEFTAIN
type

horse

WHITE

hair

and

NYLON
is

BOW

highly

HAIR"

praised

by

is
all

stronger

than

the

violin makers and

violinists who use it.
Per Pound,
Per

Doz.

- - $20.00
S 5.00

Hank

Units

Y2 P o u nd - - - - - - - - $ 10.50
Per Gross
- - - - - - $48.00
Postage Extra

INTE R N ATIO N AL VIOLIN COMPANY

414 East Baltim:lre St., Baltimore 2, Maryland, U.S.A.
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-

V IO L A S
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VIOLA,

-
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N.J.,

FOSSIL WOOD
THEORY

Allow yourself the pleasure of owning an instrument with power,
refinement and nobility of tone.

GENEV I EV E

LUNDQU I ST

PI ANO, VIOLA, COACH-ACCOMPANYING

2505

C AMBRIDGE STREET,

PHONE:

AL

U. S. A.

VIOLIN MA KERS - SOMETHING NEW

LUNDOU I ST
VIOLIN,

AVE.

Try our Patent Fossil Wood.

W hy not enjoy making a Genuine Master Violin
Make a Strad or a Gu arneri del G es u yours elf!

The world's most

beautiful and best s ounding violin wood -- fos s il wood of old
fashioned cremona type -- can now be obtained.

Write to :

VANCOUVER, B. C.

5- 1 2 13

JAN HILBERT NORLANDER
GUN N ILSE, SWEDEN

rPJ..,.
11\S!��W��€
1 898

SI NCE

Artist Bows - VioUns
Violas · Cellos · String Basses
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u.,

This excellent varnish is made with a pre-shrunk agency and will not shrink or craze when properly applied.
COLORS : Brown, Red, Yellow and Neutral (or clear)
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS FOR U. S. A. and CANADA

The Violin House of Weaver

131 1.G . Street, N. W. Woshington 1 5, D. C.

Write for sample to above address.

T he'Lu t h i e r '
MODERN TOOLS FOR TIlE AMATEUR AND PROFES� ')NAL VIOLIN MAKER (Patents applied for)
VIOLIN EDGE ROUTER AND PURFLING G ROOVE CUTTING MA\.... HINE. D esigned by an Engineer and Violin Maker.
PRICE $ 1 12 .
Complete with cutters and accessories.
Saves its cost on one violin.
Built to last forever.
Send for particulars to:

HARRY S. WAKE, Luthier Lodge, 146 1 Rosecrans St. , San Diego 6, California, U. S. A.

Sensa t i on a l

Ne w Bend i n g I r o n
COMPLETELY
ADJUSTABLE FOR
BENDING 'C ' RIBS
OF ANY SrzE FROM
HALF srzE VIOLIN
TO FULL srzE
VIOLA.
PRICE: $39. SO

DESIGNED BY AN
ENGINEER-VIOLIN
MAKER.
(Patents applied for. )

INEXPENSIVE 600 WATT HOUSEHOLD ELECTRIC ELEMENT IS EASILY
REPLACED. IRON CAN BE QUICKLY ADJUSTED EVEN WHILE HOT.
YOU JUST CAN 'T BREAK OR BURN TIlE WOOD WHEN USING THE
'LUTHIER '. WILL BEND TIlE 'Cs ' AS FAST AS 'ONE, TWO, TIlREE ' .

H A R RY S .

W A K E, LUTIlIER LODGE,

1 4 6 1 Rosecrans Street,

S an D i ego 6 ,

C a liforni a ,

U. S. A.

The Tech n i q ue o f Vi o l i n Mak i n g
BY
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wood will be fitted together and glued at the thicker edges
as was done with the back; and using the full outline pat

It will be a good idea at this point to assemble the

tern, a line is traced onto the flat underside of the piece

back (that we have now partially finished) to the rib

thus formed; the excess wood outside of the line is now re

frame that was completed earlier: This will be only a

moved by bandsa w or any other means available but be

temporary assembly for the purpose of lining things up as

careful to stay at least

it were ; however, it will also show up any discrepancies

1/8"

a way from the lin e ; readjust

your bench holding board to accommodate the work and

in your work and give you a chance to correct them before

clamp to the bench top, plane off the top crest of the work

final assembly is made.

to reduce the plate thickness to approximate he:i ght of the

Place the rib frame and the back together and

arching and proceed to remove all the excess wood to an

se cure lightly with clamp s ; you will have to do a little

edge thickness of about

coaxing here and there to get the edge even all around;

3/ 16" ;

having marked a line all

around the edges as a guide for edge thickness: h aving

this is normal; however if your work has been carefully

worked down to this line all around, and rough shaped the

done you should have little difficulty in this respect:When

form and arching, you can trim the oute.; edge now to the

all is lined up correctly we will drill small holes through

line that should still be visible on the under face of the

the back and into the blocks, top and bottom, for small

work; this will be the true finish outline, so be careful to

dowel p ins; for these small dowel pins I find that standard

hold your cutting right to the line:

round wooden toothpicks are just right; in fact there are

ness line that you have just removed, only this time you

Remark the edge thick

many uses for these around the shop ; they are tough and are

can make it closer to the finish thickness and trim dovm to

of correct diameter for small dowels: Measure down from

the line so that you have a flat edge all around from which

the top edge of the back at the right of the button, a dis

to start the developmen': of the arching.

t ance that would put the dowel in the center of the upper
block, and about

3/ 16"

The copying of arching and mak ing the arching

to the right of the center line;

guides or templates is now taken care of exactly as was done

drill a small hole right through the back and into the
block to a depth of about a half inch or so ;

for the back (Ch apter

the diameter

of the drill should be j ust about the same as that of the

The work is now turned over and as before a line is marked

you will get a nice snug fit; it's a good idea to try your

all around the bottom face, and the areas of the blocks, as a

drill for size on a scrap piece of woo d before using it on

guide; and the work of gouging out the excess wood is begun;

Having the hole drilled, remove the

Mark the cross lines as before and gouge out channels deep

sharp points from one of the wooden toothpicks and tap

enough to leave a caliper reading of about six millimeters

it lightly into the hole; follow the same procedure with

at the bottom; mark a small X at all points where you have

the bo ttom block keeping the hole on the same side of

the depth required and then remove all excess wood leaving

centerline as the upper one; snip off the excess wood of
the dowel leaving about

1/8"

the X 's still visible.

proj ecting above the sur

This operation is now repeated by re 

marking the cross 1 ines, and removing wood at points of

face of the back: This is only a temporary dowel and will

intersection on the centerline and inside the outer edge until

be remo'led many times before we get to the final assem
bly.

however, the arching will be diff

them carefully to complete the upper surface of the top:

toothpick that you are going to use as a dowel, so that

the fiddle back.

3);

erent so take great care in making the templets and follow

you have cal iper readings at all points of

With this much accomplished you can leave the

3 1(2

mm except

at the region of the soundpost which will be left slightly

back and ribs secured together with the dowels in plac e ;

heavier; having again marked small X 's at all points where

remove the clamps and put a rubber band o r string around

the desired thickness is reached, the excess wood is again

the waist and put aside until the top is finished.

removed and plate thickness finished to from

Now to get on with the making of the belly ; the

3

to

all over except at soundpost are a which is left at

prelim inary phases being identical to those used for the
back, it will only be necessary to outline them here as

3. 5
4

mm

mm.

This resume of work on the violin top is j ust about

they were covered in chapter three; The two pieces of top

15

exactly as was done in chapter

3

on the back, with the

exception that the thicknesses and arching are different;

back completely cleaned up preparatory to

do all sanding and finishing on the top but do not round off

the F s in the top; this will b e our ne xt undertaking.

the edges until later as we will need the true edge as a

'ng

th e c l l n

Of

You may perhaps h ave purchased a zinc ou1. I 'n,' pat

guide for cutting the purfling groove: The top can now be

tern for the F holes which you will use to trace the r ', onto

P .lt togeth er with the ribs and the back lined up carefully

your fiddle top, or on the other h and you may have in

and drilled for dowel pins into the top and bottom blocks :

mind a particular pair o f F 's that you

You can now see that your work is beginning to 'shape up '

\VOU ld

ljke' to copy ;

perhaps with some slight modification; so we wi] I

and look like a fiddle, but there is much to be done yet.

assume

that the latter is the case and prepare our materia lsi

Fitting the purfling will be our next operation and

a ctu

ally, you will onl" need to copv one F so <elect the o n e

we can do both the back and the top at the same time.

that has the cleanest olltline; take a piece o f ordinary

There are two methods of doing this work, by h and or by

clean white paper. size

machine; both methods require very careful work as it is

be copied; set the longer edge right on the center.! ine o f the

extremely difficult to correct any errors in judgement or

fiddle top after removing bridge etc. ; fasten tl1l' paper dowr.

slips of the tool;

A

h and purfling channel cutter or a

4

x

5" .

and olace It over the r to

with a couple of small pieces of tape.

machine can be purchased through advertisers and supply

WhIle presslng tilL'

paper in close contact with the fiddle surfac e rub the outl ine

hous es; the hand cutter is adj ustable and can be set for

of the F with the side of a medium soft pencil; thi�

depth and width of channel; two lines are first cut and the

you the exact outline of the F; be sure to mark the pO� ltion

w.

I I g i\"L'

wood is then removed from between the lines with a small

of the nicks in the side of the F 's clearly, as they are Imp'"

narrow chisel or picker; great care must be exercised in

tanto

the corners to get a nice clean sharp po int to the cut so
that the purfling can be mitered in.

Remove the paper from the fiddle and place it

a piece of carbon paper with the carbon side up , cardu l l ,

This is the work vmere

the true craftsman can prove his skill, fine purfling and

trace the F outline with a h ard pencil and then dr:l 1\-

,<

straight line from the inside nick of the F to the oUb ide

clean corner work will add the final touch of artistry to a

edge of the paper which would b e the edge that you p la e c- d

well made fiddle ; but poor purfling and corners can detract

o n the centerline when you made the tracing.

immeasurably from an otherwise well made instrument.

have a right and a left F, one on each side of the pa per : t o

no w

the top edge of your fiddle top the � length which w i ll

lengths of about three feet; it is obtainable in e ither wood

7 5/8" to 7 3,14"

or fiber, or of course if you prefer, you can make your

on a

lightly right across.

The fiber purfling is probably the easiest to work

14"

be

flddle , and draw a straight line

Place the paper pattern on the work so

that the edge of the paper is exactly on the center! ine of

with, although it can be stubborn on short bends; the

your work, and the horizontal line that you marked

remedy b e ing to keep it warm.Don't make the mistake

on

the

paper from the nick of the F exactly coincides with the

of cutting the purfling groove too narrow or you will run

horizontal line that you made on the wood ; fa�1:en the paper

into difficulties later, the material swells slightly when

do wn with tape and slip a piece of carbon paper LU1der it

wet and it can get terribly messy trying to force wet sticky

with the carbon face down; you can no'w tra c e the outline

purfling into a groove filled with hot glue; cut the channel

of the F with a hard p"ncil directly onto the wood.

just wide enough for the strips to drop in easily, and fit all

Turn

the paper pattern over, being careful not to lift the gra in

your strips in place on both top and back, then remove one

fibers of the soft wood when removing the tape, an d repeat

strip at a time, run hot thin glue into the groove, and put

the tracing operation for the opposite F .

the strip back in place immediately. Go right around the

Y ou now h ave the
The

two F 's marked on the wood in exact contra -facsimil e .

work quickly and carefully, making sure that the strips are
sunk right into the groove.

Yo u

transfer these now to your work, first me asure down from

The material- for purfling can be purchased in

own.

r

0" " [

spacing of the F 's on each side of centerline can e a s i l y b e

Now place the work on a flat

moclified one way or the other when posiLoDmg thc' p.lpl'r

surface and brush hot water over the purfling all around;
this serves a double purpose; first it will enable you to wipe
off all excess glue that has oozed out of the grooves ; and

pattern prior to tracing.
This brings us now to the a ctual cutt m g of th e Fs,

secondly it will soften the work up sufficiently for you to

and it should be just that, because filing and th e usc of

take the rounded end of a knife or tool h andle, and press

sandpaper on this work will leave rounded ed ge � .:lad b roken

down h ard on the purfling all around to make sure that it

away wood fib ers; you will need a small th in b l aded knife

is in the groove and at the same time spread it slightly to

that terminates in a point; the knives that are ;;old LU1der the

fill the groove ; when this is completed you can put the

trade name of 'Exacto ' are good for this \York, and

C,lD

be

work aside to set.

kept very sharp which i s o f the utmost imp ort:l n c e .

/\

st>.l rt,

Th e excess purfling is trimmed a way

wit.l!

is usually made by drilling a few small h o l e s and then

a small

gradually opening them up with the knife; however r prefer

sharp gouge to bring it flush with the work, then different

to drill only through the top and bottom circ l es of the r

grades of garnet paper are used until all is as it should be;

with a small drill b ecause there is too much danger of the

the edges can now be nicely rounded off and both top and

16

drill splitting away the wood as it breaks through ; with th e

according to these directions, your bass bar should be

two small holes drilled, a j eweler 's saw call b e used to cut

planed to a thickness of betweell 3/ 1 6" alld 1 /4" ; not more

out the F fairly close to the line, however care must be

than 1 /4" nor less than 3/ 1 6" and the lines of the grain

taken to keep the cut square with the horizontal plane of

should be visible on the narrow edge, not on th e broad f�ce

the fiddle top.

of the wood, which should b e select straight grain spruce.

Some of the old German makers used to

Ulldercut their F 's at an angle a way from the top face;

This is cut to a close fit to the inside curvature of the belly;

this must be avoided at all costs, the cut should be square

the outer face of the bar should b e nineteen millimeters

and true all around the F as was done by the Italian makers,

from fiddle c enterline at the top of the bar and twenty -thre e

and a keen sharp knife is the b est way to accomplish this.

millimeters a t the bottom of the bar.

Cut first as close to the line as possible wi.thout cutting the

may be varied slightly but every effort should be made to

These dimensions

line itself, and work all around; then work on th e body of

stay close to them, as they will place the bar in correct

the F; you will find it a little difficult cutting the top and

position alongside the F hole, on the right hand side as

bottom circles but patience and a keen edged knife will

you look at the underside of the fiddle top.

help.

The height of

the bar when finished will vary slightly according to th e

Make your cuts in a direction away from the points

at top and bottom to avoid breaking them off; when both F 's

arching o f the violin, but should not exceed 7/ 1 6" even on

cut you can compare one wi.th the other and with the ori

a high arched fiddle.

The full he ight should be maintained

ginal, and you will find it necessary to trim off a little here

for the length of the F hole when the bar is in place, then

and there; then hold them up before a mirror and check for

from a po int opposite the bottom of the F work the wood

symmetry.

down to almost zero in a concave scoop to the bottom e d;

F inally you can cut the nicks and don 't make

repeat this at the other end from opposite the top of the F ,

them too big, j ust the smallest nicks are sufficient.
Having finished the F holes, we can now turn our atten

and you will notice that it will be a longer and more

tion to the bass bar which will play such an important part

gradual scoop.

in the tonal qualities of the finishe d instrument; the ele 

parallel with the F, by a g entle curve into the concave

Blend the top flat part of the bar which lies

ments oJ wood density, plate thickness and bass bar are so

drop, then reduce the edge thickness slightly on both sides

inter-related that it ca=ot be said to make the bass bar

to give a slight taper to the bar thickness, from where the

this way or that way .

bar is in contact with the b elly, to its top edge; sandpaper

However, there are a few basic essen

tials, and assuming that your top wood is of medium den

lightly all over to remove all sharp edges and our fiddle

sity, and that you have worked your plate thicknesses

top is completed.

IN APPREClA TION OF THE SERIES
" SCIENCE FOR THE MAKER"
by William H all
In the series of articles " S cience for the Maker" by
Smiley.

work of Mersenne which is most valuable, as it shows

I wish to express my appre ciation for these splell

the scientific instrum ents then in use, the principles of

did articles, which are so informative in offering solutions

which have not been altered to the present time.

There

to the ma y problems that have baffled violin-makers.

are the Baroque calliper, still being sold by an American

One of the prime features of the series is the authentic pre

firm, alld accurate to the nth degree.

sentation of the science that existed in the p eriod of the

an ancient instrument, and indispensable for training th e

first makers.

ear, and invaluable for accuracy in tuning plates, together

The articles show a definite sci entific prin

Th e monochord,

ciple did exist, as the three greatest makers: Nicholas

with the Tuner which is an original conception, and neces

Amati, his Pupil Antonio Stradivari, and the greatest

sary if one wants to get the fundamental of plates.

maker of the Guameri family Joseph del Gesu arrived at

used these, and can vouch for their efficiency.

I have

What is

almost the same measurements for plates and the air

important, you don 't have to be a physics graduate to

chamber for their respective instruments, this surely could

eith er make or understand their uses, nor is lack of funds

not have been by accident ! Also, it is worthy of notice

an e xcuse for not possessing them.

that the best instruments made by successive makers - - apart

made from one of the side� of an old spring mattress, which

from country of origin- -resemble most closely in appearance

happened to be a well seasoned piece of maple; the gar

and the measurements, the master violins of the Cremona

bage collector could salvage one from the dump for you.

trio.

My monochord was

The old p iano tuning pegs, and string I got from the piano
tuner.

Smiley builds up a good case for the scientific methods

The tuner was made from a length of 2x4.

If you

want to' go modem you can salvage the old radio, and use

that were at the disposal of the early m akers, from the
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it, .11111)1 if)' ing s('ction , and your oldy exp � nse will be

buy ing

;l

good

meter,

which any raJ.io service man can

supply , and hook up for a trifling cost.

You shall then be

in a po., it ion to verify what the old scientist found out for

your bend it 300 years ago.
m l'

which are in their original state unl ess tampered with by
vandal repairers.

has brought to light, through the Smiley articles, the
knowledge that a science of geometry, and acoustics,

Do not be frightened by the

of sc i entj fi c terms, Smiley has put them into simple

The VMJ is the first pubUcat ion that

did ex ist as well as the apparatus that could be applied to
violin making. Also the historical material that definitely

languagc, if you ha ve all the appar atus ready, the rest shall

linked Stradivari with the Medici family, whose interest

fall into line without much trouble. I may mention I always

scie:nce, and art in general, is well known the world over.

had trouble with tap tones, and think this is due to the over

One should not forget, nor overlook the fact, that the

in

tones, as well as the difficulty in getting the in between

Cremona masters inher ited one of the greatest Art periods

pitches in the half-tones.

I find no difficulty when using

in the history of civilisation.

the M/ chord with tuner.

Also in teaching children I have

So judging by Smiley 's
efforts, and the great amount of r esearch wo rk that has

found the M/chord invaluable in showing them how far off

gone into the Science Series, violin makers should feel

pitch they play, this visual aid r eally intrigues them, as

grateful for the m aterial placed at their disposal, which

they ask for tests.

not only enriches the mind, but links them to a p ast

Taking the measurements given by Otto Mockel, H ill
& Sons and August Riecher the famous Berlin Maker, who

claims to have repaired over three hundred Strads, and to
have taken the measurements of each, as well as having
the care of the great violinist, Joachim, instruments,
these experts all agree on the fact that a definite principle
of measurements was followed, as very little variation is
shown in the average measurements given by the combined
experts.

that has no peer in the realm of creative art.

violins of the old masters superior to all others, and it is
this groping for knowledge that makes violin-making
one of the most fascinating pursuits, the lover of beauty
in handwork can pursue.

It is idle to talk about the

superiority of modem instruments, until they replace the
old Cremonas of the concert halls, in the hands of the
world's leading artists.

Practically all agree that the tops wer e of equal

thickness all over.

So, through

physics we try to get an understanding of what makes the

So it must be taken as a fact there was

W. G. H all

a distinct scientific method evolved by the old masters, it
does not make sense to bring into the picture the short neck,

* * * * * * * *

low fingerboard, and small bass-bar, these have nothing to
do with the air -chamber; or the thickness of the plates,

Reprints of the A rticle
"MODERNlZED VIOLIN VARNISHES"
N.ow Available Free of Char�e

A new supply of reprints of this article which I originally
published in the old " VIOLINS & VIOLINISTS" Magazine,
J anuary-February, 1958 issue, has been ordered and copies
can be obtained from me without charge.
J oseph Michelman,
6 3 1 6 Wiehe Road,
Cincinnati, 37, Ohio.
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(continued from the April -May issue)
The commonsense summing up would seem to be

merely by some form of self-hypnosis, for what one hears

that S tradivarius and the violin makers of his time, had

'beneath the ear ' , is of little consequenc e.

reached out from the common plodder craftsmen of the

to the instrument say, one hundred feet in a large hall ?

Did he l isten

period in the essentials of the art of violin construction,

This is what matters, and apparently was not considered by

by virtue of careful selection of basic materials.

Mr. Cowell when he played the instrument wh ich ' almo;t

It would

seem also, on searching the histories of these great men,

played itself ' .

that they established the dimensions and shape of the

no fiddle plays itself; some are more facile than others,

This of course , is merely an expression, for

instrument as we know it today; it has b e en modified to

that is all.

suit the requirements of modem virtuosi, but, in essence,

the primary physical reason for this phenomenon; the greater

the Amati, Stradivarius and Guamarius design came to

the mass, the greater the energy required to put this mass

Mr. Cowell, as a violin maker, should know

in motion, and maintain this motion at every frequency.

stay.

Since vibration is oscillatory motion, this fundamental law

The Cremonese violin makers, in order to enhance

must be applied to the vibrating diaphragms of violins.

the inherent beauty of the timbers they used, repeated

The 'quality ' of this 'oscillatory motion' is of course anoth er

history, in that in so doing, they accidentally created
the so-called 'Italian tone '.

matter and I shall attempt to explain what I believe to be its

It is my belief that when a

true conception as I proceed.

fine fiddle was completed constructionally, the maker
then commenced to infuse into the back and b elly, a

At this point in replying to Mr. Cowell 's letter, I

mixture of essential oil, plus a basic natural yelow resin

desire to make it m anifest, that it is this kind of roma: .tic

which penetrated the wood deeply, and after this treat

nonsense which has for decades filled our libraries of

ment, was taken into the
and allowed to

dry

dry

slowly.

musical science, and wh ich has made the field of research

air of the Italian climate,

The term

'dry '

narrow, because seven-tenths of the volumes purporting

would be th e

one us e d then, (or a t least the Italian equivalent).

Today,

if the same process were carried out under careful scientific
Supervision, we would say 'polymerise ' or 'oxidat e ' and here,
I believe, lies the final 'mystic ' creater of Italian tone.

After years spent, on research from every library in
the world, via the Mitchell Library in Sydney, N. S. W. , I

This process was ill my opinion continued until the entire

emerged with a mind so cluttered ;'lith conflicting rubbish,

unit became covered with a rich homogeneous body of
'varnish '. In the final stages the same rich substance of

that I decided to abandon this time-wasting pursuit and
throw overboard most of the 'evidenc e ' I had collected.

higher colour being placed over this basic material to im
p art a final and beautifying finish.

To condense the consensus of opin ion to

't

few words,

would, to say the least, be most difficult in face of all

The basic material had become by o xidation, inte

that has been written on the subj ect of the viol lns and var-

grated with the timber of the instrument forming a stable
,and permanent diaphragm, the inherent qualit ies of which
'
' '
'
are preserve d by th e specl flC nature 0 f the b aSlC varn lsh

11y and phYSIC
' ally, an actual part
'
wh 1' ch h as b ecome ch emlca
. t egra t e d wh0Ie .
pf "n m

nishes of Cremona.

That much has been Written is to be

admitted, but the majority of the opinions e xpressed must
--

be discarded as having any basis except that of romantic ism
and traditional stories of the 'mysterious witches ' pot in
wh ich old Stradivari brewed his unaulysable formula e.

T o accurately analyse this question of tone value, is
difficult, for Mr. Cowell has followed in the wake of many
by stating that he cannot 'defin e ' this unn ameable quantity ;
it exists, but eludes description.

to he genuine research are full of endless ballyhoo, para
phraseology, pseudo -truth, and what have you.

Romantic nonsense !

The tone is good, b ad, or indifferent.

Let us face it.

The two opposing plates separated by b ands or abs
of fine maple wood are merely diaphragms, which, h av ing
different frequencies, convey to one anoth er the primary
vibration transmitted to them via the vertical vibration

In

conductor, or 'sound post ' from the bridge.

playing the Italian master, Mr. Cowell was expecting

The balance

between these two diaphragms must be exact if the overtones

something of exceptional nature, and found it to exist
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are to be produced; these overtones are obviously the 'soul '

A s previously stated, I have for many years given

of violin music; it constitutes the differenc e between a fine

a great deal of thought and study to this all-important

and a mediocre instrument.

study of violin varnish.
Firstly, one must consider as to whether the tone of

To analyse the scientific implications of this appar

(1

ently simple device, one is quickly immersed in an abun

the old masters existed at the time when they were new

dance of 'facts ' which lead one to believe that Stradivarius

believe this to be so) or on the other hand is the result of

and his like were the only 'sound scientists ' to tread their

two hundred years of oxidation - the result of the polymeris

alloted span in this world.

This idea is, of course, absolute

ing powers of the ingredients used in the manufacture of
the Cremonese varnishes.

nonsense.

From the point of view of my own investigations

It is a well known fact that if an instrument is played

and experiments, I wish to stress that my per�onal belief

for a long period in the unvarnished state, the tone, strong
at the outset, will gradually abate, and eventually become

is that the varnish is not alone responsible for the tone pro

thin and attenuated.

duced, but at the same time an <:!xcellent fiddle could be

The reason for this phenomenon will

utterly spoiled by the application of some substanc e

be understood by any who h ave investigated the matter at
all.

incompatible with the established balanced mass of

Pinewood is by nature a porous, cellular structure of

given instrument.

high elasticity, the molecular chains of discs being

a

It therefore follows i.n logical sequence

'linked ' together by connecting fibres of varying lengths,

that to use a compatible substance, will result in maintain

and is, to this extent heterogeneous.

this aforesaid balance; this

1

consider is the crux of the

matter, and was possibly carried out by the old makers

If this heterogeneous plate were attacked by power

with a half knowledge.

ful vibrations of a continuous nature , this inherent want

Another point in favour of the accent being on the

of cohesion must eventually disintegrate to a point where
the absorption and amplification of sound would greatly

constructional side of violin making, is the fact that many

abate, rendering the plate ( in this condition) useless for

of the most famous instruments in the world today, are, over

the purpose of producing powerful and crisp vibrations. To

a great portion of their surfaces, practically denuded of any

overcome this lack of natural cohesion, and continuous

varnish whatsoever! above the surfac e of the wood. This

elasticity, we must evolve a system of p�rmanently bond

fact leaves us one conclusion in the logical sense, �

ing the original cellular structure with a substance compati

matters little what we have above the surface beyond the

ble with the schlerogenous nature of the wood, in order

visual enhancing of the instrument.

that the diaphragm will become homogeneous, and at th e

To sum up this part of the problem, once the

same time retain its original elastic properties.

diaphragms have been formed

by

the processp.s of oxidation

and polymerisation, it would appear to matter little what

I believe that a process of mind has achieved this in
much the same way as it was accomplished by the old

the final coating should consist of, with the one proviso

Italians !

that the p ellicle formed must be elastic. by nature, in order
that the free vibrations of the diaphragms do not become

It has been argued in this connection that the glor

restricted by some muting substance of hard or brittle

ious tone of the old masters has been produced in instru

composition.

ments of odd shapes and sizes - perhaps so, but these
vagaries and departures from an established form are

The two violins p�'Oduced by myself from a proto 

an

unforgivable offence against primary and secondary con

type of local timbers (to be spoken of later) have so much

siderations which, for art 's sake, must be observed; shape,

increased in resonance since the process of rendering the

approximate dimensions, and � A violin is a violin;

diaphragms homogeneous, that at the moment of writing,

many radical specimens h ave been played to demonstrate

I am jubilant to the point of shouting 'Eureka '.

tone, but none of these monstrosities have ever to my

values evolved are tremendous now that in the final stages

knowledge graced the concert platform of today - and

of polymerisation, the plates have stiffened to their

never will!

maximum elasticity.

Tradition insists that, for the professional

The tone

Possibly, if this oxidation continues

)latform the curves and bulges of a fiddle are as much a

for a further short period, resonance will again increase;

part of the art as the quality of the sound produced.

it i5 my belief at this point, that the component chemicals

It

follows therefore, that in following the steps of the old

which comprise the wood have blended with the varnish to

masters in tonal values, we must be consistent and

form

reproduce his sh'We

ation of a molecule consistent with both factors - the var

also!

N ever tiring in the effort to

.1.

definite stable composition by virtue of the form

produce the ABSOLUTE in perfection of finish, inside th e

nish and the wood.

instrument a s well a s outside.

formation reaches a stage where no further absorption of
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Also it occurs to me that this molecular

to deteriorate; i.t is Ile.xibk in that

oxygen takes place because the molecular chains so

g iven to it

formed have reached saturation po int.
It is at this stage in the natural processes of chemi 
cal and phys ical action, that I believe the maximwn

or

wct

bri ll i ant f .n i sh

c.n

C on c L'm in.g th b lattef p.ropL' l1 � it y , C c'orge r l)'

m a de the

$anH�

ob,erhll' ion,

JJJ

1 904,

h L'

finish .lng w lth d j l u.te

alcoho l .

Varni she s ' , publ ished in

volwne of sound is produced, in other words, the affinity

h i , book " J u] i , ll1 \' ;o] i n
b ut lln fol'\ ltn a t c l �", h b \' :J r

n ishes (all of th e m ) '\\'C' rL' lUl'.t ; ! h k Ln t h at thc'} h ,td th e

of the two substances ( wood and varnish) should be such,

undesirable trend of 1'('.a c ti'\ c'. cont . nu i ty,

th at the vibrating surfaces would repres ent the jntimate
mixture of m etals which go together to form a bell,

cither by fr ict ion

a

unsu itable for the PUrpOSl' of co:1t JUg

in

\'

,lOci

i ol in"

W"l'rL'

thL'rdofl'

[,c' c ; atst'

at

approximately six montl - , ,tIt:r fin a l coat m g , th is cont i nu i t y"

that when struck, the entire surface will respond to the

of react ion made itself m:tn i fest by the appc'lranc .: of

frequency of the pre-selected note.

'fissure s ' or 'crazing ' .

I have

f e'produce d

e<l C ;l '1 nd ('yel)'

one of these varnishes, according to his o wn proc �ss('s, a nd

This comparison between metal and wood is only
meant to convey the idea of vibrating bodies being homo
geneous; we all know that the back and belly of a violin

without except ion these undes irable fac.tors becomt' ev ident
during the fi nal processes of po lymer.isat 'on - :t

m ditl'fL' d

are capable of vibratory response over an infinite range,

little whether one or several coats were involved .i.n 111<"5t'

whereas the alloy which forms a bell can only respond to

tests.

the frequency arranged to suit the conditions required.

To prec lude any mental or v erbal insert here,

The dogma claiming that the tone of the old instru

that perhaps my production of F ry 's varnishes deviated

ments of Cremona is due to the influence of time, does not

from his formul ae or processes, I would stress that the var

stand the test.

nishes were made with meticulous attention to ev ery detail,

It is not expected that the instruments I

h ave made will be one jot better in two hundred years

and manufactured accord:ing to his laws

than they are at present. (One year old. ) My investigations

thing he claimed for them except durable.

indicate that at this period, the varnish has ceased to react
with the elements and has become at this point stable; the
vehicle has long since evaporated or reacted with oxygen
to form some complex substance, possibly a remote mole
cule of the terpene group .

Whatever the chemistry of this

(my varnish) it definitely becomes stable, and will not in

My researches have, as b efore stated, followed th e
line of first endeavour ing to perfect a varnish to comply
with all the requirements; H omogeneity, Elasticity,

com 

bined with uniform texture and Durability; at th e moment of
writing I believe this has b e en achieved.

It has been sub

j ected to extreme tests, far beyond any degree :to vihkh it

any sense deteriorate via the usual route by " crazing" ,
" fissuring" , etc. , for I have made extensive investigati ons

could possibly be subj ected in the ordinary way.
H aving reached this stage over

and experiments in an effort to bring this about - without

a

period of years,

I endeavoured to convince many, but met with the exact

any success at all.

amount of disbelief anticipated - there were none prepared

The varnish has been subj ected to every possible
abuse without showing any signs of reaction.

to experiment on their new fiddles with my varnish ; I Ielt

To name

no chagrin,

j ust a few: acid and alkali solutions, vapour of the same
in high temperature,

- they were every

for it was to be expected, as I said before.

After much deliberation, I came to the conclusion

extreme heat and cold, exposure to

strong sunlight over a period of an entire swnmer, expos

that the only possible way in which to prove my theories to

ure to humid conditions, etc. , and yet this varnish

my own satisfaction ( and others) was to become a fiddle

remains proof against all my ingenuity to destroy it once

maker myself,

the polymerisation period has formed a solid pellicle.

of watchmaker, that at first the prospect of success seemed
remote.

This stated stability did not occur until I got down

However,

after lengthy discussion with Mr.

Arthur Smith of Sydney, I became, with his encouragement,

to the simple ingredients which were readily available to
Stradivari and his co-workers.

an art so far removed from my profession

convinced that the idea was possible, and so, I now leave

This is a strong point in

favour o f my varnish, for I have established that chemical
and physical reaction reaches a stage of unreactiveness at

the discussion of varnishes to the many who will refute
my claims, and move on to the discussion of the primary
factor which controls and creates 'Italian Tone '.

approximately one year from the date of final co ating nothing I am able to devise has disturbed this most

(to be continued)

desirable equilibrium after this period.
To give this substance a name, one must designate
it 'pe culiar ' because most varnishes,

lacquers, polishes,

etc. , do react to some influence, either chemical or

* *

physical, but the varnish resists every effort to cause it
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T h e A d i u s t i n g of S t r i n g I n s t r u m e n t s
8Y H E N R Y

S . L l T T L E B OY

Comments and Q uestions Welcomed.
Address communications to Mr. Henry Llttleboy,

7

S entry Hill P lace, Comer of Pump Lane, Boston, Mass. , U . S . A.

PART I. BRIDGE CUTTING

at the end of the fi ngerbo ard and should be three and a
half millimeters for a steel E and £lve millimeters

The cutting of a bridge is certainly one of the com

clearance for the G.

monest tasks which one is required to perform during the
process of violin adjustment.

It is seldom if ever that a

extends above the top of the E and D and then the amount

p erson who wants a new bridge on his fiddle has any idea of

that the top of the D extends above the A and G.

the effort invo lved or how to j udge that the work has been
properly accomplished.

should be two millimeters.

I hope that both

F irst, I would consider the evaluation necessary to

c enter and not a corresponding amount from the edges.

I

This should always be checked since too flat a fingerboard

feel that this work should be started only after this prelim 

is detrimental to proper playing of th e instrument.

The straightness of the bridge should be the

The final check is for bridge thickness.

A properly cut bridge should stand

rule.

(The back is that side o f the bridge

closest to the tailpiece. )
p erfectly fit the top.

The most common fault that I have found with

bridges cut by amateur fiddle makers is le aving too much

In this position the feet should

wood at the lower half of the bridge and too little at the

If the o n l y problem is that the bridge

top of the bridg e .

has warped I would SUggc5t the follo wing method for
straightening it.

T wo

millimeters at the top and four at the bottom is a good

with its back perfectly straight and at right angles to th e
top o f the fiddle.

Too often

the p erson refinishing a fingerboard takes wood from the

determine that there is need of replacing the bridge.

fi rst thing checked.

At this time a check of the

curvature of the fingerboard should be made.

will have som ething to gain in the endeavor.

inary survey.

These

measurements should be taken at the bridge. This distance

Therefore I invite both the player

and adjuster to follow these comments.

The curvature of the bridge is

checked by me asuring the amount that the top of the A

Th is is part.i cularly useful for c ello bridges

Now, i f i t i s not possible t o correct t h e faults of the

but works well for the bridge of any member of the violin

bridge it will be necessary to start with a blank and I will

family.

now discuss the necessary steps in cutting a bridge.

The " moon shaped" cello bridge on the student 's

instrument is a common sight in any school orchestra.

The first thing is to mark the back of the bridge

The process of straightening is simply one of re

(side ne arest to tailpiece) with a pencil.

This will save

moving the stresses by boiling the bridge in water for

time in checking if you have to stop during your work.

about a minute.

Now, keep ing in mind that the back of the bridge must be

The trick is to have the water " fiercely

boiling" before putting in the bridge and using " b aby bottle"

kept p erpendicular to the top, we proc eed to fit the feet.

tongs to remove the bridge to check for straightness.

Here I would suggest use of both sandpaper and a knife.

I

nave h ad it take as long as two minutes but I would say a
minute is about average.

Holding a m edium -co arse sandp aper on the top of the fi.ddle

S ince the water is at an extrem e 

it is possible to rough the feet to shape by moving th e

ly h igh temperature drying takes place in a short while.

bridge in a line b etween the inner nicks o f the

When the bridge is dry a light sanding completes the proc ess.

Reducing the distance you move in sanding as you get the

After straightening the bridge and putting it back on
the fiddle I use the square comer of a small steel ruler to
check the right angle that must be formed be.tween the back
edge of the bridge and the top of the fiddle.

The ruler that

feet close to being fitted.
knife.
flat.

The final fitting is done with a

Be sure that the bottom of the feet are p erfectly
Scrap ing with a knife helps in this flattening process.
In all work on cutting bridges

I

strongly recommend

I have found to be most useful is one which is fifteen c enti

the use of a " V iolin M aker 's Knife" .

meters long and has one of its four scales divided into half

blade in the handle and is worth the expense.

millimeter divisions.

The one I use was made here in

It has a continuous
The blade

width should be about seven millimeters for this work.

Massachusetts by the L. S. Starrett Co . and is number

With the feet fitted I next use the fifteen centimeter

M 600 in their catalogue.

ruler to draw a prOj ection of the fingerboard on the bridge.

The next thing to check is the h eight of the outer
strings above the fingerboard.

"F" holes.

This me asurement is taken

This is accomplish e d by holding the ruler on th e fingerboard
and extending it to touch the bridge.
2,i

Repeat this in several

places and pencil in the curve on the bridge.

With the

The edges of the side of the bridge are next beveled

curvature of tJ-. e fingerboard on the bridge it is a simple

and the edge of the bridge between the feet is shaped to

matter to draw the top curve of the bridge by p l acing th e

th e same curve as the top of the fiddle.

E string position three and a half millimeters above the
line and the G about four millimeters.
central p art of the

I usually make the

curve eight millimeters above the

I take strong exception to the present practice of

N ext cut the height to the curve of the line of the

using parchment glued to the bridge.

Sand smooth and now, using dividers,

a sham.

position the G and E at a separation of thirty -four mIlli
meters.

Now divide the top by me ans of the dividers

This is a modem inovation for which 1 can offer

Sand the entire bridge with the finest sandpap er.

Use a very thin file and put in

Wet the bridge lightly to raise the grain and after it is dry

th·e groov�s for the strings.

give it a final sanding.

String up the fiddle and bring the strings up to near
p l aying tension.

think it is at best

n0 commendation.

this since I feel checking with dividers gives more accur
to position the A and D.

I

To compre the hardness of ebony and parchment is

ridiculous.

I do not recommend using a metal template for

ate results.

I use

the ends which are left after fitting a set of ebony pegs.

fingerboard line.

top of the bridge.

At this point it is possible to insert either ivory or
ebony to prevent the E from cutting into the bridge.

Errors will o ccur if this is not done at

A really good finish can be obtained by now using
medium -fine steel wool.

this time.

A light coat of raw linseed oil

that is wiped off ten minutes after applying completes the

Check 1:he cle arance of the G and E above the end

job.

of the fingerboard and the amount that the A and D extend
above the adj acent strings.

This last should be two milli

meters as discussed previously.

Use the thin file to per

Norman M iller ' s article in the December-J anuary

1962

issue of the Journal does an excellent job of showing

how to use different weights of wood and distributions of area

form this adjustment.

to help improve tone. I therefore refer you to that issue for
details.

Now remove the bridge from the instrument and
sand and file the top of the bridge to a curve that leaves

If there are any procedure� that you have found to

room for half of each of the strings to rest in its groove.

be helpful in the cutting of a bridge, please send th em

Now thin the bridge to two millimeters at the top and four

along and Don ' will be glad to .include them .in the next

at the bottom by sanding the side nearest the fingerboard.

issue. Remember we want this-to get as many tips as pos
sible into print.

Let 's hear from your

PROOF THAT WE NEED THIS COLUMN
Apropos to the comments on adjustment of string
instrum ents in your April/May issue, I am enclosing pic
.
ture of the mid-section of a cello recently received for
repairs.

In all my

35

years ' experience, I h ave never

seen a bridge warped to such a degree and I j ust couldn 't
resist recording it.
If you deem

it worthy of publication, I feel it

would emphasize more forcibly than the written word, the
sad neglect to which a great proportion of instruments are
subj ected, esp ecially S chool instruments.
Fred H. Artindale

1 243

Palm St.
San Luis Obispo , C alifornia.
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Conducted by
CARMEN WH I TE

Perhaps it has not been definitely stated that one

any state can pay him as a string teacher.

The general

purpose of this colwnn is to develop a love and apprecia 

result of this procedure is chaos in so far as learning to play

tion for the art of violin playing.

a stringed instrument is concerned.

In so doing, we will

not deal with the mechanical aspects of making the violin,

The teacher may know

" all" about methods of teaching, but unfortunately, he

but will stay away from technicalities and try to show the

may know very little of the subj ect matter he is to teach !

young student some definite ways

It should be stated that the greatest teachers of our stringed

in which he m ay add to

his higher appreciation of the "KING OF INSTRUMENTS" .

instruments disagree heatedly on the methods to be used

In my opinion, there could be no higher ajm to further

in teaching.

the cause of music than to help our readers develop a

methods freely to those who teach " education" C0urses to

higher appreciation and love for the violin and for violin

string teachers ; and if they did so, the string teachers

playing as an art.

would surely be confused as to how to teach the technique
of stringed instruments.

Some time has been given to selection of the vio
lin and bow.

It must follow, then, as the night

must follow the day, that these " string teachers" do not

Let us now change to some hints for the

teacher and for the pupil.

really know how to teach the technique of these instruments.

In no one field of instruction

do we find so much variation in methods as in the teaching
of the violin.

Surely these great artists do not give their

Every individual teacher is a " law unto him

There is yet another handicap to be considered for
these string teachers who teach string classes.

That is, of

self" , and his authority is accepted in the same proportion

course, that the administrators who are charged with oper

as he produces fine players.

ation of our public schools must be satisfied.

Not many years ago, there

Their idea

were two or three great teachers of the violin who pro

is that the " string program" (as it is called) must be judged

duced so many fine players that young students sought them

on the basis of the nwnbers of students who insist upon being

out for guidance.

Today, unfortunately, there are few

enrolled in it, regardless of the handicaps.

really great teachers of the violin, but many very good
teachers.

" insist" here purposely.

Teaching methods have come under better

being enrolled to get into a string class.

scrutiny on account of conventions and meetings where

to take a

I use the word

A student must really insist upon
He must be willing

$39. 95 violin outfit with four steel strings and

teachers exchange ideas, and challenging books and

four tuners, on which Heifetz himself could not play a tune !

methods are being written and revised -- all to one great

He must be willing to sit in the large class of students,

end, that of better violin teaching and playing.
.,

most of whom are as bewildered and as willing

One of the newer features of modern violin instruc 
tion is the string class method of instruction.

The young

That means,

individual student may learn it in five days !

Usually, the string teacher is a person who plays

if the

" class"

I personally

know of one notable example here which must be mentioned;

a little on all the stringed instruments, that is, he can

th,e

speed as the " class" progresses.

to play the G-major scale five weeks, even though the

into' a 'c�ass of several others under the guidance of a string

play the scales on

he is--

learns the G -major scale in five weeks, he must be willing

student is handed a small, cheap violin outfit and put
teacher.

as

and h e must be willing to progress at the same rate of

a student in one of these " classE"s" was quite talented, and

violin, viola , cello, and bass, but

her father was a noted concert violinist.

perhaps be p�ays .neither of these instruments really well.

student a fine violin.

It is felt that he should spend his time learning teaching

He bought the

The " string teacher"

(if she

could be

called such) immediately took the violin away from the

methods and instructional procedures rather than trying to

student and said that it must � he used, as it would not

learn any �ne of the instruments really well--education

be " democratic" to give this student the advantage of a

courses are considered so valuable that they are required

good violin in the string class while the other students

of the string teacher--he must present a required nwnber

whiled away the class period with th e usual

of semester hours of education on his c ertificate before
26

$ 39. 95 outfit !

"Ry their fruits ye sJlall know them" .

Jf an adage

or a g reat truth w ere ever worth while, this one fihould be

v iolinist, v ioli st, cellist, or p layer of the double-bass !
And unless a string c lass h ad actually furnished a number

worth whi le as a measure to judge these " stri ng p rog rams" .

of good p layers in an orc hestra, I would avoid these string

The writer h as h ad intimate knowledge of them for more

c lasses as I would avoid the p lag ue .

th an ten years, and he h as yet to see a good stri ng p layer

instrument, a good bow, and a fine p riv ate teac her--'-and

come from these c lasses .

let nature take its course !

On the other h and, he h as seen

Better get a fine

Only in this way c an we get

many promising string p layers drop voluntarily from these

the string p layers we need for our orc hestras and for

"c lasses" -Nith a real h atred of all stri ng instruments and
string music - - a h atred which bodes only ill for the future

soloists !
Pardon an abrupt c h ange of subject, but th is must

of string p lay ing and for orc hestra work in general! The
conc lusion the objective observer will draw is obv ious .

be added about v iolins:

Th at is: The young string p layer must obtain the serv ices of the finest priv ate teac her he c an find at once--he

broug ht a v iolin for minor rep airs . She stated th at it was

Recently , a fine teac her of v iolin

made by a fine second-c lass Italian maker, and the frag 

must now waste time in " string c lasses" if he really �

mentary label p romised as muc h . However, the general

to learn to .£bly h is favorite string instrument . Th is is not
to say th at string c lasses could not be successful--they

appearance of the instrument was ag ainst suc h a conc lusion,

could be - -indeed, they should be . But the facts are th at

th at suc h a conc lusion was absolutely impossible ! Th is
question arises: How many g ood music ians h ave seen this

they � not .

And the reasons for this lack of success?

and when p layed upon, the v iolin was so poor amI weak

v iolin and h ave taken it for a genuine work of th is maker,

Simp le: poor instruments, poor bows, too many p layers
in eac h c lass, poor p reparation of teac hers, and adminis

and h av ing heard its poor tone, h ave judged th at th is

trative h andic ap s who demand numbers instead of quality

p artic ular maker is thus "overrated" and that perh ap s all

p layers . Given finer teac hers who really KN OW thei r

Italian makers are "overrated" !

instruments and who c an p lay; g iven good instruments,

basis on whic h modern makers and others say Italian v iolins

Could th is indeed be the

g iven good bows, and g iven administrative cooperation

are "overrated" and are weak and poor? I think so .

for quality students instead of administrative demand for

h ap pen to h ave p layed several spec imens of this maker's

I

numbers and "no dropouts" , we mig ht h ave a different

v iolins and they were all fine . But if I should h ave accepted

result.

th is p artic ular v iolin as a genuine spec imen of this maker's
art, I would h ave to conc lude he was a poor maker .

As these p rog rams are operated today , however,

And

th is spec imen was "guaranteed" by a "known dealer" .

there is only one conc lusion to be drawn from them, and

To me, it appeared as a common commerc ial German v io 

that is, if we want a young student to learn a stringed
instrument, we must send h im to a find p riv ate teac her at
once for p riv ate lessons . The writer h as never seen a really
good stri ng p layer come from these string c lasses; on the

lin somewhat " doctored up" to imitate the sty le o f an
Italian maker--it was so weak and poor th at no music ian
who h ad ever seen a spec imen of the ac tual maker indi
c ated could h ave any doubt that th is was just a faked up

other h and, many fine string p layers h ave come from the

fiddle.

studios of p riv ate teac hers who not only know how to p lay

Ask yourself th is question: How many reg lly good

Italian (and other) makers h ave suffered bec ause of suc h

their instrument, but also know how to teac h it !

c ases of mistaken identity --either intentional or otherwise ?
And when you read a statement from some " wise g uy" that

If I h ad a young p rospective student of a stringed

" Italian v iolins are overrated" and so on, you shOD Id keep

instrument in my family and wanted to do rig ht by th at
student, I would attend all of the student rec itals by loc al

th is inc ident in mind--perh ap s the expert is drawing h h

teac hers to find out whose students really p layed well .

conc lusions from some " faked up" imitation he h as p layed

I

would c heck the loc al orc hestras to find out whose students

somewhere .

Any comments?

held first c h air p laces in string sections, and I would ask
orc hestra conductors to say whose student:; were well p re
p ared to come into the orc hestra.

* * * * * * * *

On th is basis, and on

no other, I would select a teac her for the p romising young

PABL O CASALS--HIS B OWING TECHN IQUE
Sent in by Herman L . Sammer
Casals h as experimented muc h with bow tec h nic ,
working away from the h abit of p lay ing constantly with

bow its own pec uliar power of expression . He h as wh at

all the bow . He wanted, instead of adapting h imself to
the bow, to adapt the bow to h is needs, in control of

p ractic ally amounts to a tec h nic of the fingers on the bow
p lac ing s pec ial v alue on the p lay of p ressure between the

sonorities and intensities of tone, g iv ing to eac h p art of the
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first finger and thu mb and the fotu1:h finger and thumb

with a p izzicato-like effect.

and the fotu1:h finger and thumb. (Steinhausen) Through

are trained to contribute to clarity of tone.

this control both strength a nd flexibility are attained,
thereby facilitating of expression.

By this practice the fingers

He believes that greater or less speed in the draw

(Steinhausen) In order

ing of the bow effects the pitch of a tone, and also that

to achieve the different varieties of tone color produced

the vibrato not thought out or controlled ca n be iDjurious

by ch anging from the Use of full hair of the bow upon the

to its purity.

string to that of a thin edge of hair, he permits the fingers

I n speaking of intonation, he says that where

sensith ity of finger in touching the string is quickly checked

to pull the stick somewhat on the thumb, making the

by a constant alert sense of hear ing, there springs a sudden

effect a slight roll of the bow, without, however, loosen

life into the vibration of intu neness.

ing the pressure of the fingers on the stick.

This is the foundation

upon wh ich alone it is possible to work out to their full
value the effects of expressive intonation.

In slow practice of a scale passage, without the
bow, for strengthening the fingers, Casals exacts i n

* >Ii * * * * * *

ascending an actual vibration o f the string through the
energy of the stroke of the finger, and in descending a
slight plucking of string by each fillger as it is lifted,

DIVISIONS OF THE BOW

For a detailed a nd useful study of the divisions of

The three fundamental divisions

the bow, follow the studies of " TARTINI" in this respect

The point of gravity of the bow is the fundamental

who acquired a very high degree in develop ment of bow

position for the division of the lower and middle third of the

divisions.

bow.

He, T artini remains outstanding.

Every third division has its own individuality, appli

cation of strength to the change of bow and the degree of
underarm roll and play axis, in part.

GOOD OLD JOE

My friend, W. A. Sch neewind,

340 1

E.
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"I have played on very many 3 tradivari violill$,

St. ,

Mpls. 6, has some copies of Miss Taylor 's "The Violinist"

and some of them were very poor.

dating back to the early years of this century.

played on a poor -toned Joseph Guarneri violin. "

March

1913

In the

issue Miss T aylor interviews Eugene Ysaye,

But I have never

Carl Farseth

who says:
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IN DEFENCE OF THE T ERT IS M ODEL VIOlA

by Ch arles V ystrcil
Brisbane, A ustralia.
violin making friend;;.

In the December-January Journal Mr. Carmen

A nd h ere a re <;orne facts.

I built

Whjte condemns the T ertis Model viola in a ma= er I did

a viola on this m odel in 1958 and in spite of the fact that

not expect from a violin maker of h is reputation. H e

I did not strictly keep to the prl"scribed thicknesses I got

admits that his experience with violas i s strictly limited

excellent results. My [rienu, Mr. A lfred Thurlow from

(to use his own words).

Brisbane, who is one of tite best am ateur violin makers i n

Despite this he advises Mr. Slaby

not to use this model for h is work.
this model looks "h orribly" .

Q ueensl and, made one also, which i s better still. A nother

He also states that

was made by Norman Miller who is very well known th rough

I do not know what instru

ments h e saw that he developed such strong prejudice against

the Journal and it was

the Tertis Model but I presume he saw some badly construc

it was finished.

ted ones.

model is not " h orrible" (to

As far as I know Mr. Tertis worked on his model

As

a

w

good that he sold it five days after

proof that the appearance of this
US�,

Mr. White's exp ression), 1

for many years with one of th e best English makers, Mr.

am sending colour photographs of

Richardson, and they improved this model many ti.mes until

one made by Mr. Th urlow, the othe r by m yself.

they got a really good looking and excellently sounding in

can be reproduced the readet'S would be able to j udge for

strument.

I do not know these two gentlemen personally so

I can not be accused of trying to defend them.

I am speak

ing only from my experience and from th e experience of my

themselves.

I

would like

violas T ert is Model,
If they

� ,ty to Mr. C. White that the

best way to be a j udge is to make one.

I hope th at Mr.

White will not t ake this reply as an offence, but merely as
a comment on his arti cle.

* * * * * * * * * * * * *

Charles Vystrci l in h i s Worksh op

T ertis Viola made by Charles Vystrci l
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFOR1v1ATION ABOUT THE MIC ROTONE SYSTEM

IN TI-IEORY AND PRACTICE
By Kr istian Skou
(This is the first of three articles)

I have been asked to give some furth er inform ation

middle j oint as centre, and for the ba ck the corresponding

about the microtone system, also about its theoretical

area (vertically below).

basis, and I sha11 do th is with pleasure even if I find the

b e well defined

job difficult.

It is hard to kno w where to start, and where

to end? It is all connected together.

in the case of the Ba lestrieri violin it is most of the area

And I beg you

b etween the f-holes.

readers pardon me if the following should be somewhat
incoherent.

2. The blocks. These are the end-blocks. The upper

It is taken partly from my correspondence

block should mean the neck-block, and the lower block

with interested people, and partly stated from my further

should mean the bottom block.

experiments and experience with the system.
Let me start

to

The extension of this area cannot

it may change from violin to violin, but

as

3.

answer some questions.

The sentence :

" It is important not to let th e

small thicknesses o f the bouts continue across the centre

joint a long the blocks. 1 1

In the February issue of " Violin and Guitar Makers

This I have treated i n my second

and Musicians" Mr. Joseph V. Reid has asked m e some

article, but I shall elaborate it somewhat here.

questions concerning the Balestrieri violin (described in

(flanks, cheeks - or what we will call it) of th e back will

that journal April

196 1,

Journal, J uly and A ugust

and here in " The Violin Makers '

1960).

Th e bouts

often get rather small thicknesses by microtlming of the back

As th ese questions are

to the top.

The reason is that even if maple commonly

what p erhaps also other readers would have liked to ask I

will have lower tap -tone p itch (plate ring) than spruce for

hope Mr. Reid will have no objection to my answering

wood of the same dimens ions, the maple under the same

them also here.

conditions will commonly have

Mr. Reid writes:

higher microtone p itch.

pitch are somewhat different, which I shall treat later on. )

Kristian Skou's article on the Balestrieri violin
was very intriguing.

a

(The physical laws for tap-tone pitch and for microtone
For this reason the bouts of the back will commonly be

On the first page of his article (the

thinner than the bouts of the top, if they shall have the

last paragraph) I wish h e could make his meaning clearer.

same microtones.

When he says central area what area is he referring to ?

these conditions the c entra l area of the back can be thicker

When he mentions blocks - what blocks?
or comer blocks?

Perhaps someone will wonder why under

than the central area of the top.

neck, bottom

microtone pitch is:

What does he mean by this sentence ?

But one of the laws for th e

The more wood surrounding th e tested

" It is important not to let the small thicknesses of the

area, the lower pitch, i. e . , for a plate of the same thick

bouts continue across the centre joint along the blocks" .

ness all over the lowest pitch will be in the middle of the

This is a matter of prime importance 1 believe, and I

plate, and the highest pitch near the edge, and the greater

would like to fully understand the meaning of that para

the area th e plate has the lower the pitch will be in th e

graph.

middle o f the plate.

But th e edge o f the c entral area of

the top is not the real edge, but th

My answer:

�

inner edge of th e f

holes, i. e. , from the c entre of the top to th e " edge" is a
much shorter distance than from the centre of the back to

First I must say that this a rticle, in which I am
introducing the microtone system, is held in a somewhat

the edge.

concentrated form, and I am a ware that something of it

be thinner than the c entral area of the back.

has' to be elaborated.

But I have written another article:

But returning to the bouts.

"How to rebuild a violin from the microtone system"

1961 , and
and June, 196 1 )

" Th e Violin Makers ' J ournal,

April, May

which I hope will serve this

c entre j oint a long th e neck b lock (which is often th e case in
violins of today - and often directly indicated in text books)
there will be much too little wood in th e backwards extension

purpose.

of the neck (that is in th e area along the centre joint between
the neck block and the central area, wh ich should n ever and

And now the questions and their answer.

1.

If we let the small thick

nesses of the upper bouts of the back continue across the

(" Violin and Guitar Makers and Musicians" , S ept. , Oct. ,
Nov. , and Dec.

Therefore the central area of the top will also

nowhere be less than

Th e c entral area. By this term I mean for the

the violin body.

top an area with the intersection of the crosslines: bridge -

30
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mm) to lead the neck vibrations to

This transmission of the vibrations from th e

neck is very important to the intensity of tone, especially

meant ordinary tap tones (plate ring).

on the E -string.

interval, and even if the microtones of the top theoretically

(Only notice what happens with the tone,

This is a great

if the neck has got loose ! ) I have handled and tried

don 't need to be lower than for the b ack in this case, all

hundreds of violins with too little wood in the said area.
Not a single one of them had an E-string worthy to play

probability is that they are so. Now it is a fact that if the

on.

back, the violin cannot play, the top being too thin to

microtones of the top all over are lower than those of the

Perhaps their makers have had the idea that the

vibration energy is transferred from top to back through

master the b ack or to correspond with the back.

the sound post, and from there spread all over the plates.

reverse is the case, that the top has higher microtones than

This is not the case. P art of the energy is - as said

_

If the

the back, the top is able to master the back, and the vio

supplied through the neck, and a little and not unimport

lin can be able to play very well - this being the case with

ant part is really transferred through the sound post. The

many good French violins. But the ideal tone quality -

main function of this is quite another problem, but the

with full resonance - can only be obtained with th � same

main p art of the vibration energy is transferred from plate

microtones for corresponding areas in top and back.

to plate through the inner air volume, and the transmission

Mr. Reid writes finally:

through the sound post and the ribs (with the comer blocks
incl. ) is subordinate. Not everyone will agree in this I
think.

I cannot believe that each dimension in thickness
shown on back and belly was made specifically and individ

Nevertheless it is the case, and I shall treat this

ually as shown. It is difficult to try and establish a general

also later on.

pattern of thickness, and if so how and why were they used
as such.

But once more returning to the bouts and the centre
j oint area neal' the end blocks.

The area along the centre

even if there is no need for just as much wood here as for

The plates seem to be thicker across the edge than.
you should expect especially in the top plate. Certainly
the graduating uniformity is not carried out with mathe

the area between the central area and the neck block.

matical e xactness. As Mr. Skou indicated the heaviest

joint b etween the bottom block and the central area of
the back must be thicker than the lower bouts of the back,
I

think many of the readers will know Frederick Rove ' s

section of the belly is just below the lower F -hole circle

" double heart system" , and perhaps also Millant's

openings.

" triangle system" .

These are only the same principle

I would like to see similar measurements taken of
a genuine Strad, and Guarnerius to see if .:he general pat

expressed and p erformed a little otherwise, and the same
principle we find in good old violins.

tern is at all similar.

Mr. Reid writes further:

My answer:

You will note on the chart for the violin back that

1 . A general pattern of thickness cannot be estab

the thickness of the back in the immediate vicinity of the

lished.

sound post is greater than the surrounding area. This has
been my theory all along. The back should be thickest

show a regular pattern, radiating from the centre, and

and therefore strongest at the point where the sound post

symmetrically with the middle joint, such as it is often

contacts the back.

indicated in text books, often pretending the pattern to be
from some or other old Italian violin. But makers who have

My answer:

h ad to open fine old Italian violins will know that the thick

Y es, in the Balestrieri back this is the case, and also
now and then in other old violins, but not in so many cases

ness patterns are not as regular as shown in text-book.
Often it is difficult to find a general pattern at all, and

that I will call it a common trait. Tonally it is not deci
sive, but from the view of solidity it can only be recom

some makers may think the old masters have worked out
their thicknesses rather carelessly. But thj� is only appar
ently. If we will look at the microtone diagram for the

mended.

Balestrieri (Figs. 3 and 4) we will find a general pattern:

Mr. Reid continues:

the microtone p itch evenly increasing from the central

I am putting a new belly on a violin which I could
never get any tone out of.

part towards the edge.

The original belly was 3 full

The thicknesses as such are dir

ected by this microtone pattern, and under this condition

tones below the tone of the back. I attribute this to too
widespread an interval between the top and back.

the thickness pattern can only exceptionally be regular.
If wood was a homogeneous material the thicknesses
would also form a regular pattern, but as we all know

My answer:
This is probably not meant as
m e a nswer it all the same.

It seems to be a general acceptance by modem

makers that the thickness distribution in the plates has to

a

wood is rather inhomogeneous, and the wood quality of

question, but let

every spot will be determining for the thickness in this

I suppose that with "tones" is

very spot - therefore the seeming pUZzlement of
31

The diagrams should be supplemented with a description

thicknesses in the Balestrieri ( and in many other old
Italian violins).

The gauging calliper can be a guiding

of the wood quality, the archings etc. and it is important

remedy to the violin maker, but it must not be the instru

to know if the violin has been repaired, especially if it

ment by which we determine the exact thicknesses. These

has been scraped or padded, and if so just what areas of

have not to be measured, but to be heard.

the plates, as we must not expect these areas to have
their original thickness dimensions or microtones.

2. The plates seem to be thicker across the edge

than you would expect, especially in the

The

bass bar is nearly always renewed, and very often we find

top plates.

the bass bar side of the top has too Iow a microtone pitch ,

Y es, the edge is not the thinnest part of the plate, and

because the maker who has renewed the bass bar has not

the edge of the top is thicker than the edge of the back -

been aware what to take care of.

for the above said :eason (maple having higher microtone

Partly he h as not tuned

the bass bar, and partly he has now and then smoothed the

pitr.h than spruce).

wood surface where the new bass bar should be glued in,

3. The heaviest section of the belly is just below

and thereby disturbed the microtuning of this area.

the lower F -hole circle openings. Yes, this is often the
case, and must be so.

In the

very lew old Italian violins with original b ass bar I have
come across the bass bar has also been tuned to the micro

This section is vibrating very

intensively in the played violin, and if there is too little

tone system.

wood here the tone will be somewhat fluttering (lack of

the varnish have been worn off, and

It is also important to know which areas of

if these

areas have

been retouched, as this may also have altered the micro

firmness).

tuning.

4. The last paragraph. I also would appreciate very
much if similar measurements could be taken and dia

I hope to be able to contribute more, myself, with

grams published from genuine Strads, Guars, and other

diagrams and description from a violin or two, but I should

fine old Itali"D violins - and if possible, not only as thick

also very much appreciate such contributions from other

ness diagrams, but also as microtone diagrams.

makers.

Only the

(to be continued)

two sorts of diagrams together can give us a true picture

* * * * * * * * *

of the described violin, concerning its acoustical properties.
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